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In a simple model of (mechanically and magnetically) 
isolated methyl groups with mutual  intramolecular dipo- 
lar coupling between the nuclear magnetic moments  of 
the three protons the conversion rate (i.e. for the symme- 
try changing transitions E"'b+--~A) is investigated. It  turns 
out, that within the model of a fixed rotational axis only 
half of the E-symmetric rotor states can convert into 
A-symmetric ground states. 

The usual coupling to the phonon  bath  of thermal 
lattice excitations is considered in lowest order perturba-  
tion theory, and used to describe the temperature depen- 
dence of shift and broadening of tunnelling- and libra- 
tional lines by inelastic neutron scattering (INS). For  
the two possible types of this phonon coupling, breathing 
and shaking, a different temperature dependence of the 
conversion rate is obtained. The temperature dependence 
of the INS-spectra and of the conversion rate are pre- 
dieted to be mutually interdependent. 

Only in case of a non zero phonon  coupling of 
breathing type a non vanishing conversion rate at zero 
temperature is found; this rate is estimated to be propor-  
tional to co~. 

protons. These even operators do not mediate symmetry 
changing transitions, in case of H 2 between adjacent ro- 
tational states of the dumbell rotor (of alternating even 
and odd symmetry). Insofar, the physical situation in 
the X H  3 or XH4 systems is analogous to the H 2 case; 
one important  dissimilarity lies in the magnitude of the 
energy difference between the lowest states of unlike sym- 
metry (tunnelling energy cot): in solid hydrogen this ener- 
gy is about  170K (even bigger than the Debye fre- 
quency), whereas in C H  3 systems, which are the main 
subject of this paper, the maximum value is 7.13 K, more 
typically is 10-100 m K  (cf. Fig. 1). In the hydrogen case 
the relevant lattice temperatures are therefore always 
small compared to the lowest transition energy for a 
conversion process. 

After a short review over some experiments in 
Sect. 2.1, the characteristics of operators inducing sym- 
metry changing transitions will be discussed in Sect. 2.2. 
In Sect. 3 the model is formulated and the results for 
the conversion rate is calculated, As an example the effect 
of a Debye type density of phonon states will be investi- 
gated in Sect. 4. 

1. Introduction 

Since the discovery of the stability of the hydrogen 
ortho-species [1] over times, which are long compared 
to typical thermal relaxation processes determined by 
lattice anharmonicities, the phenomenon of nuclear spin 
changing transitions in systems with rotational degrees 
of freedom encouraged an increasing number  of experi- 
mental  [1-20] and theoretical [21-25] investigations. So 
far, it is generally accepted that this long time stability 
results from the invariance of all pure spatial operators 
(i.e. the potential operators depending on interatomic 
distances) with respect to rotational symmetry opera- 
tions that correspond to permutat ions of the (identical) 
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Fig. 1. Energy level scheme of a XH3 rotor; typical values for o3~ 
are some geV whereas the librational energy Er--E r is typically 
10meV. The spatial parts of the wave function are of different 
symmetry (F=A, E", Eb). In order to achieve totally symmetric 
states with respect to even proton permutations (corresponding 
to a 2 ~z/3 rotation) a spin space wave function of appropriate sym- 
metry has to be multiplied [25] 
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2. The state of the art 

2.1. Experimental f indings 

In the following a short survey over experimental meth- 
ods and important findings will be given: 

In specific heat measurements [2M] one observes the 
Schottky anomaly at different cooling rates. Inaba et al. 
even have been able to determine the dependence of the 
conversion rate 1/Zoo, on the temperature. Two impor- 
tant results for NH4-ions in a KBr matrix are: 

i. for temperatures between 4-10 K the activation ener- 
gy derived from an Arrhenius plot corresponds quite 
well to the librational energy, i.e. the difference between 
the lowest states of same symmetry 
2. down to the lowest temperatures investigated (this 
part was done by INS), a finite conversion rate is found 

In classical nuclear magnetic experiments the nuclear 
susceptibility is measured, which is proportional to (I  2) 
(I denotes the total nuclear spin operator of one rotor) 
[5-7]. This quantity changes with varying relative popu- 
lations of the rotational symmetry species (see below). 
In solid methane phase II the conversion rate was found 
to be inconsistent with a tunnel activated process. 

A new N M R  method uses the inversion in the occu- 
pation of the tunnelling system which could be realized 
by suitable coupling to the Zeeman system [9, 10]. This 
technique does not use the thermal depopulation of the 
tunnelling levels and is therefore the only method avail- 
able to determine conversion rates at lattice tempera- 
tures well above co~. In copper acetate, a roughly libra- 
tional activated rate was found at temperatures large 
compared to the tunnelling energy [11], deviations occur 
at lower temperatures. 

The most direct and detailed observation of the rela- 
tive populations of different tunnelling levels, especially 
in systems containing inequivalent rotors and/or rotors 
with more than two symmetry species (as in CH4)  , is 
possible by inelastic neutron scattering (INS). In particu- 
lar, (CH4)xKr I _x-mixtures are investigated intensively at 
the ILL Grenoble [26, 12] by this technique. It has been 
demonstrated for the first time that pure A-symmetric 
methane had been created [133. 

From the total neutron scattering cross section, using 
a neutron wavelength longer than the diameter of the 
rotor [213, it is also possible to determine the spin species 
population (particularly for not complicated tunnelling 
level schemes). As in the case of the nuclear susceptibility 
the total neutron scattering cross section depends on 
( I  2) : 

1 - c o s x  [ (I ~) 
a t ~  1+2  ~ =  \(I~-~o 1)} (1) 

where N denotes the number of protons per rotor, an 
the total incoherent scattering cross section of one pro- 
ton, x :=2 ki r contains the incident neutron momentum 
k~ on the scale of the proton-proton distance r. The ex- 
pectation value ( . )  depends on the relative populations 
of different symmetry species, the relaxation of this quau- 

tity towards the expected value at the lattice temperature 
T is observed over the time; ( . ) ~  denotes the thermal 
expectation value at infinite temperature. For protonat- 
ed methyl groups ( I  2) varies between ~- for pure A 
symmetric states to 9 at equal populations of all symme- 
try species (high temperature limit). Only for T<~ co t and 
1/ki ~< r there is have a measurable effect. Measurements 
are performed by the condensed matter research division 
of the PTB Braunschweig. The predicted dependencies 
of (1) on the incident neutron wave length [14] and on 
the temperature [15] have been verified. Moreover, ex- 
perimental evidence was collected for numerous materi- 
als containing XH 3 and XH 4. For those substances, that 
did convert at a time scale of hours to hundreds of hours, 
quite varying temperature dependencies of the conver- 
sion rates were found [16] (at temperatures around the 
tunnelling energy). In CH4, with 15% Kr, the tempera- 
ture dependence of the conversion rate does not repre- 
sent a tunnel activated process [12]. 

Only neutron scattering allows to determine absolute 
values for the spin temperature. 

2.2. Transition operator 

Many particle operators, that can induce transitions be- 
tween states of different rotor symmetries, necessarily 
have to involve other degrees of freedom than only the 
spatial space, as e.g. the nuclear spin space. 

Operators, that involve the nuclear spin space are: 
i) interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the 
magnetic field gradient due to a paramagnetic moment 
(of electronic or nuclear origin) in the ne ighbourhood  
ii) the electric quadrupolar interaction of the hydrogen 
nuclei with an electric field gradient caused by the elec- 
trons (this is considered to be the dominant conversion 
mechanism for deuterated rotors [17]). However, be- 
cause protons have no quadrupole moment, we are left 
with the first type of operators, where the dipolar interac- 
tion can either be inter- or intra-molecular. 

Experimentally it is found that the presence of strong 
paramagnetic centers like Oz or Mn - ions always leads 
to rapid conversion [5, 16]. In that case, the phonon 
coordinates are involved directly via the distance depen- 
dence of the dipolar interaction between the paramag- 
netic moment and the proton magnetic moment. The 
corresponding theory resembles to the spin conversion 
theory in H 2 (where neighbouring ortho-molecules are 
treated as an effective I = 1 paramagnetic moment) [22] ; 
the intermolecular dipolar mechanism in CH4 is exam- 
ined in [23]. Qualitatively the results of Sect. 3.3 for the 
temperature dependence of the conversion rate should 
also be valid for the intermolecular mechanism, in partic- 
ular for T>~co t. 

In the context of the intermolecular magnetic interac- 
tion it is important to bear in mind the "symmetry re- 
stricted spin diffusion process" [-24] (i.e. the exchange 
of symmetry quantum numbers of rotors via the secular 
part of the dipolar interaction - without involvement 
of phonons) that gives rise to an additional process in 
the conversion dynamics for the case of diluted conver- 
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sion centers. This process is investigated in [23, I8, 193. 
In Ref. 13 the inefficiency of this diffusion for A I = 2  is 
clearly shown. 

In absence of strong or very near lying paramagnetic 
centers, the magnetic interaction between the protons 
within the rotor has to be considered. It was established 
by Haupt  [25] that in XH3 molecules, the symmetry 
species A and E ~'b are mixed by this dipolar interaction. 
Here essentially the same Hamiltonian is considered as 
in [25], however, the phonon contributions will be exam- 
ined more thoroughly, because they play a central role 
in understanding the conversion process. 

Nijman and Berlinsky [23] have shown that the di- 
polar interaction itself not necessarily has to involve the 
phonon coordinates directly (a fixed intramolecular dis- 
tance between the protons assumed) in order to lead 
to a finite conversion rate. Nevertheless, the pronounced 
anharmonicity of the 1/r 3 potential is now absent and 
consequently the importance of mult iphonon contribu- 
tions. In [23] the nuclear spin conversion rate for the 
low temperature phase of methane is calculated by tak- 
ing into account a "hybrid mechanism" for the magnetic 
and the phonon part. Three important  findings were: 

1. the intramolecular dipolar mechanism dominates 
over the intermolecular one (though not by orders of 
magnitude; it turned out that the dipolar matrix ele- 
ments are very similar, the dissimilarity is mainly due 
to different distancies) 
2. the phonon density of states plays an important  role 
for the conversion rate and its temperature dependence 
3. dilute paramagnefic impurities have only a limited 
radius of action for spin species conversion; for equili- 
bration over the sample the symmetry restricted spin 
diffusion must be taken into account 

For  the temperature dependence of the conversion 
rate a ~(cot)=(exp(co]T ) -  1) -1 law is found, using Fer- 
mi's Golden Rule for the transitions between the lowest 
tunnelling states. 

As already said in Sect. 2.1, most of the experimental 
results do not show this cot - activated temperature de- 
pendence of a resonant one phonon process; in particu- 
lar at temperatures much larger than oot, an activation 
energy around the librational energy is found. 

3. Convers ion  rate o f  individual  m e t h y l  groups  

3.1. The model 

In this section, the results will be presented for the sim- 
plest Hamiltonian H, that allows spin conversion of a 
rotational tunnelling XH3-system. 

H = H r~ + H ph -}- H DD -I- H I 

H r~ - B 0 Z +  V 3 cos 3 q~-~ ~ E r ] m F ) ( m F ]  
m , F  

H ph.'=~ cok bf bk 
k 

hrnm, [=Hlz  + Hz3 + H31 
m,m',F,F' 

F ~ F "  

H ~.'=y' (g], s in 3 q) + g~, c o s  3 ~o)(bk + b~) 
k 

=-- 2 grmm" [mF)(m'F[(bk +b+) 
k,m,m',F 

(2) 

B is the rotational constant (~650geV),  the rr' hmm, are 
the matrix elements of the sum over three dipolar inter- 
actions H~ d in the eigenbasis of H r~ (m denotes the libra- 
tional quantum numbers) and will be discussed in 
Sect. 3.2. Note that H *~ and H ~ act only upon the rotor  
space and that H ~ contains only one phonon processes. 

y 2 
n ~  d = / ( r  I~(1 - 3 cos 2 0) 

-- 88 --3 cos 2 0)(I~ I / + I ?  I +) 
--  23- sin 0 cos 0 e-ir  (I~ I + + I + I~)-- h.c. 
- } sin 2 0 e-  zi~ i + i + _ b.c.) 

r being the mutual distance between two protons, y the 
nuclear magnetic moment,  0 and ~b the polar angles of 
the distance vector between the i th and the jth proton 
and I~ the nuclear spin operator  of the i ~h proton. The 
Hamiltonian H*~ HPh+ H I, which has strictly C3 sym- 
metry and therefore does not mix different symmetry 
species, is usually considered to describe the temperature 
dependence of INS spectra [27]. The two parts of the 
rotor  - phonon coupling H ~ modulate amplitude (g~: 
breathing coupling type) and phase (g~: shaking coupling 
type), respectively of the single rotor  potential. 

The symmetry changing transition rates due to H DD 
will not be calculated by using Fermi's Golden Rule 
for the 1 0 E ) ~  I OA) transition, but rather by determin- 
ing the time evolution in the occupation probabili- 
ties of different rotor  symmetries. The transition rates 
Rr~-r, between different symmetry species are calculated 
as time derivatives of the expectation values of the 
projectors Pr(t) into the F-symmetric Hilbert space for 
a U-symmetric thermal equilibrium state Pr, 
:=Pr' e -~R pr,/Tr {P r, e -~n Pr,} (where fl is the inverse lat- 
tice temperature) and for times long compared to all 
other time evolutions, including the inverse tunnelling 
frequency. 

d 
Rr~ r, =~- / (P r ( t ) ) r ,  

d 
=- d t Tr {pr' elnt(~ [mF) (m FI) e-lm}" (3) 

ill 

So Rr~ r, describes the change of probability for the sys- 
tem to be F symmetric presupposing a F' symmetric 
thermal equilibrium state. This is done in second order 
time dependent perturbation theory with respect to Hk 
It is important  to consider the transition rate from the 
whole U-symmetric Hilbert space into the whole F-sym- 
metric Hilbert space, because on the time scale of the 
very slow symmetry changing transitions due to H Do, 
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all the symmetry conserving transitions between the li- 
brational levels through absorption or emission of a res- 
onant phonon are fast, eventually even for temperatures 
around the tunnelling energy. Otherwise one easily over- 
looks important symmetry changing transitions across 
the librational energy. Second order perturbation theory 
is used despite the fact that in typical physical situations, 
H I is not small [28]. 

3.2. M a t r i x  elements o f  H ~ 

The traceless matrix of the intramolecular dipolar inter- 
action H ~ in the basis of the eigenstates of H r~ has 
the following structure: 

A3/2 A1/2 A _  1/2 A _  3/2 EaU2 EL 1/2 EbU2 Eb- 1/2 

0 0 0 0 A~ hm, m \  A3/2 
0 0 0 0 0 ~ A1/2 

i 0 0 0 0 0 I A _ l / 2  
0 88 Ae 0 I A _ 3 / 2  h~,m 0 0 
h :m- a _0 0 0 |e i /2  

0 0 a 0 0 ] E  ~_ 1/'2 
0 0 0 --  88 0 /Eb1 `2  

\ h~,am 0 0 0 0 --  88 a /  Eb- a/2 
(4) 

where 
72 2 h,.,m:=-~xV3~(m r le-2~+ } m r )  a : = ~ S m ,  m,, r ' r  Y 3 , r eZi~0 

72 
and )3-= 1.6.106 s -  1, which is much smaller than typical 

tunnelling rates ~ 1 0  9 S -1 .  The matrix elements r ' r  hrn'm 
have the properties 

i) r ' r  I h,.,,.I = I hrmr~,l 
2 

hr,r  /7 1., hE,~A=hE~,A ii) m,m/~-e~,--,, 'm --m', 

iii) rr  _ he,E~ 0 H,, , , - -  0, _,,, ,  = _ 

iv) r ' r  v~1`B~% , hm'm (~m m" apart from a positive constant. 

The structure of the H ~ matrix (4) follows immediately 
from 

3a 0 0 
0 7a 0 

0 07a  
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

n DD - -  ~)2 [(I~ 1~ + I~- (12 + 13)) + cyc l .  
- r 3 

3 o -2 i~o /T+/ -+  + + --z'~ t-1 -2 + e I 2  I3 +e*I~-I~-)-h.c . ]  

where e.'=e 12~/3 and the direction of the magnetic quanti- 
zation axis is chosen to be the rotational axis. Then the 
terms ~ e  ~ of Ha d do not contribute. It is important  
to note that possible inclinations of the rotational axis 
against the z-axis due to certain phonon modes are now 
neglected. (4) is in accordance with [25], its structure 
remains the same when using correctly antisymmetrized 
states according to [29, 30] for the rotor (regarding also 
odd permutations of the protons). 

As a consequence of (4) there is no mixing of z-com- 
ponents of the total spin without symmetry changing, 
there are no E"+--~E b symmetry - changing transitions 
and there is no way for EL 1/2 and E]/2 states to convert 
into A-symmetric states. However,  choosing a new coor- 
dinate system modifies the matrix (4), e.g. z ~ - z ,  leads 
to an interchange of E a and Eb; important  is, that only 
half of the E-symmetric states could decay into ground 
states via H ~ . Furthermore,  there is no mutual mixing 
of the two pairs (Eal/2, A _ 3 / 2 ) a n d  (E b_ 1/2, A3/2). There- 
fore, the conversion time will be determined directly by 
the transition rates Rr~r , ,  it is not necessary to solve 
a more complicated rate equation. 

3.3. Calculation o f  the transition rate 

In the following, the pair of symmetry labels (F, F') stands 
for (E"t/2, A-a/z) or (E b_ t/2, A3/2) with nonvanishing mu- 
tual transition rates; the z-component will be omitted 
for notational clearness 9 It is convenient to use 

r r + ~ C O k b ; -  bk /-/o = ~ E~ 1O.) <O.,I (5) 
ra, F k 

with 
F'F hm'm 1r ~ ~ r, Im'r ' )  

r' . r Era-Era, m' 
(5 a) 

as unperturbed Hamiltonian. The ] ~ r )  form a complete 
orthonormalbasis of the rotor  - space in first order of F'F h,,,,, though they transform no longer F-symmetric with 
respect to the symmetry group C 3. The modifications 
of the eigenvalues of the rotational part due to H DD (pro- 
portional to a in (4)) are neglected because the matrix 
elements r ' r  hm,m are very small compared to all energy dif- 
ferences of H r~ Furthermore the m'~=m summands in 
(5 a) may be neglected, as the low lying tunnelling ener- 
gies e A Era--E,, are much smaller than the librational ener- 

 9 F F' gins Era-  Era, if V3 ~> B. Then (5 a) reads 

F'F hmm IO~}=lmr)+n~lmF'), ~ .=  ~ ~,. (6) Em-- Em 

Note, that F and F' belong to different 4 and E "'b sym- 
metry species (cf. Sect. 3.2) and that fl,, ~ 1. In the basis 
(6) the perturbation H I becomes: 

rl 0~)(O~, l - -~m 1r (Or ' l  H I =  E g;mm" F F 
k,m,m',F 

F F' --rim, Ir I or ' )  (r [] (bk + b +) 

U here is determined by F; H'  contains now the symme- 
try mixing matrix elements 7,,. 

The time evolution operator,  written in second order 
with respect to H~: 

e-int=e-inot[1--iidt'einot'HIe -iHot' 
o 



- -  dt '  ~ dt"  ein~ HIe-ia~ H1e-iH~ 3) 
0 0 

(7) 

F F is used to calculate (IOm)(t~m[(t)) r, according to (3). 
It turns out, that in the thermal equilibrium state Pr, 
of (3) up to second order in H I, e -an could be replaced 
by e -a/~~ and that for transitions with F'+-F only the 
square of the term ~ i  in (7) contributes. For 

F F (1~,,) (t~,,l(t))r, the results is: 

1 
e (gu m'm tim' - -  g k  m'm tlm) ( - -  g k m m '  t]ra -[- g k  ram" t lm')  Z r" ~ -1~s r r' r" r 

k,m ~ 

t t 
. j" d t '  j" d t" e i(E~'-E~)(r -c')[nk e i~~ 

0 0 

+ (~k + 1) e-  i,~,' - ~")] 

with zr' . ' - -~e  -pE~', tik:=(ea'~ note that gfmm' 
m 

Using 

i i 1 - c o s 2 t  zt-~ 2rct6()0 dr' d t"  eiZ(t'-t")=2 22 ) 
0 0 

the rates (3) finally become: 

R r ~ r ' = ~ r  ' Z e -a~"  [gf"m'~m'--gf'~"'O'l 2 
k, ra, ?tl' 

.[~kg)(Er;_Er +cok)+(gk+ l) r' r 6 (E~, -- E ~ -  COk)]. (8) 

These rates depend on the coupled phonon density of 
states at all possible inelastic transition energies of the 
unperturbed rotor Hamiltonian Hr~ they obey the re- 
quirement to establish global thermal equilibrium in the 
long time limit (detailed balance): 

R E ~ A  Z E 

R A ~  g Z A"  

This is used to test numerical calculations. The conver- 
sion rate is given by 1/Zcon = RA~-E + RI~A. 

3.4. Discussion of the transition rates (8) 

The properties of the I... [ 2 for V3>>B (numerical values 
will be given in Sect. 4 for the special case of Debye 
phonons) lead to the following temperature dependence 
of Rr~ r,: 

I. T= 0 =*. i) R is only non vanishing for finite phonon 
coupling of breathing type at cok = cot 
ii) This conversion rate is proportional to 
co3 (cf. Sect. 4) 
f l  + 2fi(cot) behaviour for breathing type 

2. T~ cot [fi(E 1 -- Eo) behaviour for shaking type 
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3. T >  co t ~ sharp increase of the activation energy for 
breathing type 

For the breathing type the crossover temperature from 
a tunnelling to a librationally activated behaviour occurs 
somewhere above T >  cot, depending on the coupled den- 
sity of phonon states determined by the g~ at the libra- 
tion energy and on the relative magnitudes of tunnelling 
and librational frequencies determined by VJB. Addi- 
tional shaking type contributions may increase the libra- 
tional activation. It is worth noting that the perturba- 
tional approach breakes down for high temperatures 
T>>E~-Eo, as the matrixelements of H I are increasing 
with increasing ~i k. 
These properties are in agreement with a variety of ex- 
perimental observations: 

 9 CuAc shows a librationally activated conversion rate 
in the temperature regime 15 K < T_< 30 K (cot.~ 3 mK, 
colib~ 206  K) [11] 
 9 4-Methyl Pyridine has a finite conversion rate at tem- 
peratures ~ 2  K (cot~6 K) [3, 16], no pronounced shift 
of the tunnelling line is reported [31] and one may find 
arguments for a finite phonon coupling of breathing type 
[32] 
 9 NH4Ac and NaAc do not convert at low tempera- 
tures and they both show a pronounced shift towards 
smaller energy transfers 1-33], which is an indication for 
a dominant shaking type of phonon coupling [34, 28] 

Furthermore X H  4 systems follow qualitatively these 
trends: 

 9 the conversion rate of the orientationally ordered ro- 
tors in solid C H  4 phase II shows an increasing activation 
energy towards higher temperatures [8], in contradiction 
to the behaviour expected from a tunnel resonant one 
phonon process [-23] 
 9 NH4C10 4 [16] and NH 4 in KBr [4] show a promi- 
nent change of the activation energy for temperatures 
greater than co t (in the second case, however, the tunnel- 
ling frequency is not small, but nevertheless the level 
distances between rotor states of the same symmetry are 
larger than co~. 

In CH3I, which is known to have a dominant phonon 
coupling of breathing type at low frequencies [34], a 
finite conversion rate at T= 0 would be predicted. 

The observation that CH4, containing a few percent 
Kr substitutes, converts much more rapidly than pure 
methane [20, 35, 12] might be understood qualitatively: 
due to the co3 law for the low temperature conversion 
rate (this law I would expect to be true also in XH4 
systems, as it results from the low frequency density of 
phonon states and the rotation-phonon coupling poten- 
tial ~]kl) those rotors with many Kr neighbours and 
consequently high tunnelling frequencies could be re- 
garded as conversion centers; equilibrium of the symme- 
try species concentration is established by symmetry re- 
stricted spin diffusion. Despite slightly different tunnel- 
ling frequencies at different sites, this diffusion could take 
place without phonons owing to broadened tunnelling 
states by the orientational coupling in this system. 
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4. D e b y e  phonons 

In order to give an illustrative example, I use a Debye 
density of phonon states and coupling constants 
gr,,m, oc]/~k. This corresponds to the assumption, that 
the varmnce of the difference between the displacements 
of rotor and some neighbouring atom is proportional 
to the modulus of the wave vector and that the disper- 
sion is linear. It is a reasonable assumption for low fre- 
quency acoustic phonons, however, in the vicinity of the 
libration this choice of phonon spectrum and coupling 
strength is certainly quite unrealistic due to large contri- 
butions of libronic states. 

If the two extremes of a pure breathing and a pure 
shaking type of phonon coupling are investigated, the 
coupled density of states then may be written: 

~ ] gffm"]26(CO-- COk) = 3 g 2 O)3 k co3;D V3 [Mr~'[2 O(co) O (coo-- co) 

with 

O(co).'={~ if co<0co>0 

which is proportional to co3. With r Mmm' 
(cos 3 ~o3 )'breathing] 

:=(mFlJsin3(p~lm'r ) .  ~ for [ shaking J type and g 

:=g~'S/~/V33cok a dimensionless prefactor controlling the 
overall strength of the phonon coupling, the rate will 
be simply proportional to g2. The rates Rr~r, become: 

67zg2 V- ~ A R r ~ - r ' = ~ -  3 L mm'lcom'ml30~(Ico~'ml) 
D m~/1/' 

e - fl EU 
+ O (con'm)] ~ O (COD--[ com'm 1) (9) 

with 
F' F cora, m,=Em,--E,~, ~(x),=(e e x -  1)- ~, 

Mmm, rl,,,, - Mm,n, ~/m 12. Examples for the matrices A,~,,,:=I r r' 
A,,m, are shown in Table 1. 

Note, that for breathing type coupling MoEo--Mao ~ co t 
for large 1/3 (this was already used to show the cot 3 - 
dependence of the low temperature conversion rate in 
Sect. 3.4) and that there is a nonvanishing COco - activat- 
ed contribution, because Mg~ # 0. 

For two choices of the Debye energy the conversion 
rates are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. The following qualita- 
tive trends are found: 

- The high temperature behaviour is dominated by the 
shaking contribution with its librational activation. 
- At low temperatures the breathing contribution domi- 
nates by manY orders of magnitude; the temperature 

t- 
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T/~ t 
1 Fig. 2. Conversion rate (in units of s-1) versus T/co t for 

.Coon g2 
a debye model. Two cases for the debye frequency co D are shown: 
/x denotes the case where coo=18B, which is between coco and 
co2o, the t~-lines refer to coD=30B, which is larger than co2o; b 
means "brea th ing"  and s "shaking"  coupling type. In the low tem- 
perature regime pure shaking type leads to conversion rates, which 
are smaller than for breathing type by many orders of magnitude 

Table 1. Matrix elements Atom' (in units of B-2)  as defined in the text for pure breathing (Table 1 a) or pure shaking type (Table 1 b) 

of phonon coupling respectively and for V3 =20B.  Aoo is only nonvanishing in case of the breathing type. The magnitude of the elements 
decreases rapidly as m, m~> 5; the # entries denote very small elements 

m•m' 0 1 2 3 4 5 

a) 0 0.037822 0.715976 153.0085 25.31636 5.046925 1.133939 
1 0.000762 0.012606 0.079831 0.384394 0.054455 0.016518 
2 165.3536 0.000040 0.000026 0.000061 0.000342 0.000018 
3 0.000003 0.406948 0.000012 0.000007 0.000003 0.000068 
4 30.250711 0.00000l 0.000424 0.000001 # # 
5 # 0.007492 ~ 0.000073 ~ # 

b) 0 0 635.3859 17.40019 48.08953 4.932299 1.137103 
1 673.6756 0 0.615832 0.197239 0.054403 0.016430 
2 0.000009 0.514170 0 0.000291 0.000217 0.000016 
3 35.45186 0.000020 0.000472 0 0.000002 0.000049 
4 ~ 0.350531 0.000008 # 0 0.000002 
5 0.410041 ~ 0.000008 0.000001 0.000010 0 
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but now in Arrhenius representation: cot/T 
as abscissa. The temperature range, where the activation energy 
changes in case of breathing coupling type, depends on V3 (and 
on the relative weight of low and high frequency phonons, which 
is fixed in a debye model). In Fig. 3 a breathing and shaking type 
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5 -  

IJ 

~ 0 -  

0 0.1 0 .2  
b ~ t / T  

of coupling are compared for c%=18B, in Fig. 3b a section is 
shown for the breathing type and c%=18B and coD=30B. The 
dashed lines correspond to a pure resonant one phonon process 

1 + 2 ~ (cot) 

dependence gives a 1 +2g(~ot) behaviour; in this limit 
the result [23] is recovered. 
- The increase in activation energy for breathing type 
coupling occurs here at T~20  ~o t which is higher than 
in the existing experimental observations [-8, 16, 4]. This 
is taken as a strong hint for the relative importance of 
librational and/or shaking phonons. 
- The influence of the second librational level is weak, 
even for a pure breathing type coupling. 

For  the considered tunnelling energy of 0.19 K (corre- 
sponding to V3=20B) the resulting absolute values of 

days the low temperature conversion time is about 20 g2 

for pure coupling of breathing type. It is important  to 
remark that the smallness of the conversion rate at low 
temperatures is not only determined by the smallness 

of the dipolar interaction ~-  B but even more crucially 

by the smallness of ~o~/co 3. 

5. Conclusion 

The considered model (2) of mechanically and magneti- 
cally isolated XH3-groups with fixed direction of the ro- 
tational axis allows no complete conversion into the A- 
symmetric ground state. This is a consequence of the 
restricted spatial degrees of freedom considered for the 
protons and has no analogy in XH4 rotors. Complete 
conversion of methyl rotors (without paramagnetic 
centers) either requires the magnetic coupling between 
different rotors or coupling to phonons, that incline the 
rotor. In order to determine the significance of the sec- 

ond mechanism, more detailed information on the rotor  
phonon coupling would be valuable. 

The symmetry changing transition rates including all 
librational initial and final states has been calculated 
in presence of a weakly coupled phonon bath in order 
to resolve its temperature dependence. The often ob- 
served increase of the activation energy for T~> e) t and 
the librationally activated behaviour at temperatures not 
very small compared to the librational energy becomes 
understandable. So to speak, it is favourable for the sys- 
tem to do the conversion process across the librational 
transition (gaining the much larger density of coupled 
phonon states) provided the Boltzmann factor is not too 
small; in particular for a phonon coupling of shaking 
type, this is the only way for the rotor to come into 
global thermal equilibrium. The absolute values for the 
low temperature conversion rates due to the phonon 
coupling of breathing type, which result from model (2) 

days 
are about 20 ~ - ,  depending on the low frequency 

acoustic phonon density and coupling strength. 
The temperature dependencies of the conversion rate 

and of the shift of the tunnelling line are predicted to 
be mutually related, because they both depend on the 
coupled phonons. However, one has to bear in mind 
that the shift (even in lowest order perturbation theory 
[27]) is given by an integral over the coupled density 
of phonon states whereas the conversion rate depends 
only on its value at certain frequencies, which may be 
quite far separated from each other e.g. for high V 3. But 
assuming a not too wild behaviour of both functions 
g~ and g~ (cf. (2)), I would formulate the rough statement: 
rotational tunnelling substances showing a pronounced 
shift of the tunnelling line towards smaller energy 
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transfers wi th  increas ing t e m p e r a t u r e  are  expected  to 
conver t  very s lowly at  low t empera tu re s  and  l ib ra t iona l -  
ly ac t iva ted  at  e levated t empera tu re s  whereas  substances  
showing  weak  or  even pos i t ive  shifts shou ld  conver t  at  
lowest  t empera tures .  Also  the ava i lab le  expe r imen ta l  evi- 
dence seems to suppo r t  this in ter re la t ion .  

Many fruitful comments from H. Friedrich, K. Guckelsberger, 
R. Scherm, V. Wagner, B. Asmussen, S. Grieger, W. Press and 
A. Hfiller are gratefully acknowledged, S. Grieger and A. Wiirger 
helped avoiding an error. The group 7.4 at the PTB Braunschweig 
I want to thank for making available a large amount of unpublished 
experimental results and the group 8.1 for pleasant hospitality. It 
is expressed gratitude to L. van Gerven for submission of newest 
preprints. Financial support was received by the Bundesministe- 
rium fiir Forschung und Technologie, Contract No. 03Hu2Erl. 

Note added in proof 

In the meantime a new optical method came to the knowledge 
of the author, developed at the University of Grenoble by C. Borc- 
zyskowski, A. Oppenl/inder, H.P. Trommsdorff and J. Vial, which 
allows the determination of conversion times. For certain systems, 
where this method is applicable, the high temperature behaviour 
can be investigated, even in systems with large tunnelling frequen- 
cies. 
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